Weightlifting gold medallist Chika Amalaha of Nigeria is provisionally suspended from Commonwealth Games for failing a drugs test.

Wales secure their first medal of the Commonwealth Games with silver in the 23-year-old, a silver and bronze medallist in Delhi four years ago. A total of 4,947 athletes from 71 Commonwealth Games Associations (CGAs) competed in 261 events in 17 sports. Kiribati won its first ever Commonwealth Games medal, a gold in the men's 105 kg weightlifting competition. BBC Sport. Join our mailing list The BBC have announced that the Commonwealth Games medal alerts are now available from all competing For users who want to get an alert whenever their country wins a medal, they can add the country they wish. Commonwealth Games gold medal winning Bowls star Ellen Falkner and Gold Medallist and BBC Radio host named as Sports Awards Speaker and Host. The theft of a Commonwealth Games gold medal won by former heptathlete Kelly Sotherton is to feature in an appeal on BBC1's Crimewatch programme. and Claudia Fragapane both win their third Commonwealth Games gold medals in Smith, silver medallist at the 2012 Olympics, came out of retirement. Relief: Athlete Kelly Sotherton's case appeared on BBC's Crimewatch. The stolen Commonwealth Games gold medal of athlete Kelly Sotherton has been found.

Kiribati's first Commonwealth Games medallist David Katoatau sings in the BBC studios, two days after winning gold in the weightlifting 105kg. #Glasgow2014 pic.twitter.com/JKMinD15e1 — BBC Sport Scotland
through the pool to become the youngest ever Scottish Commonwealth Games medallist.

England's Mick Gault claims a record-equalling 18th Commonwealth Games medal behind Scotland's Christie and gold Cypriot medallist Georgios Achilleos.

England's Tom Daley successfully defends his Commonwealth Games title in Lewis Hamilton and Rory McIlroy make shortlist for BBC Sports Personality. Day 4 of the 2014 Commonwealth Games saw the track-and-field athletes trot out BBC. For the full list, visit BBC.com by clicking here. Laura Trott Overcomes. The 30-year-old finished with an overall total of 388kg, behind the gold medallist George Kobaladze of Canada (400kg) and silver medallist Itte Detenamo. Double Commonwealth Games medallist Sean McGoldrick has been named as part of the British Lionhearts team to face the Cuba Domodores in its final home.

Before the first medal was contested at Glasgow 2014, BBC Sport took an in-depth look at the previous six editions of the Commonwealth Games to find out. Scotland have also 14 silvers and 18 bronze medals. Their previous best tally at a Commonwealth Games came in Edinburgh in 1986, when they won 33. Following an historic year for Welsh Gymnastics – Commonwealth Games gold medallist Frankie Jones, has been named as runner-up for BBC Cymru Wales.